
Customize for varying storage needs

Available with 2, 3, or 4 levels deep

Overhead anti-tip mechanism ensures safety

Heavy-duty welded carriage

Leveling guides every 12 inches for maximum stability

Rubber end stops and smooth-rolling wheels

Easy, quiet movement

Lower anti-tip mechanism is available upon request (Standard for

Lateral Files)

Designed for use with 24", 30", 36", 42", and 48" wide shelving units

FEATURES

Datum's TrakSlider™track-mounted high-density storage system can more than double storage capacity by
converting stationary files into moveable systems that require a fraction of the original floor space.  Datum's
unique design eliminates fixed aisles between shelves, which reduces retrieval time and increases user
efficiency.

TRAKSLIDER 

HIGH-DENSITY STORAGE

Width: 2 to 7 shelves wide: 4’ to 28-1/2’

Depth: Works with shelving 9”, 12”, 15”, or 18” deep

DIMENSIONS

Weight varies by size and options

Consult your Datum Specialist for more

information

SHIPPING AND HANDLING

WARRANTY

All Datum products are backed by a Lifetime Product
Warranty. For more information visit: bydatum.com

sales@datumstorage.com | 800.828.8018 | bydatum.com
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Datum weapon racks sold separately.

Datum shelving sold separately.
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Store and Charge
Filing Systems and Shelving
Weapon Storage
Desks and Workstations
Lockers

Speak with your Datum Specialist today to learn more about Datum's wide array of multi-purpose
storage and furniture solutions:

Owned and operated by the Potter family since 1968, Datum Storage Solution's team of in-house
engineers, designers, and skilled craftsmen have manufactured storage solutions for over 40,000
companies around the world.  Datum's diverse line of products are made in York, Pennsylvania with
high-quality, environmentally friendly materials and processes. Every product is backed by Datum's
exclusive Lifetime Warranty - the best in the industry. 

MORE THAN JUST

HIGH-DENSITY

sales@datumstorage.com | 800.828.8018 | bydatum.com

EXPERIENCE. SERVICE. COMMITMENT.
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